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BEST PRESCRIPTION EYEWEAR
FOR ACTIVE OUTDOORSMEN
By: Chris Dorsey, Contributor Travel

W

hether you’re tracking a clay target as it lasers through a shadowy background, casting to a faintly visible bonefish,
or trying to hit a corkscrewing bobwhite quail as it flushes from the terror of a cocker spaniel, the success of your
endeavor is often determined by how well you can see your quarry. Thankfully, for people like me, we’re living in the golden
age of prescription sporting lenses, with a litany of options to suit just about any activity in all light conditions. Here, then, is a
selection high-performance glasses to fit any budget.

WILEY X SABER ADVANCED
This model features a lightweight design that is comfortable enough to wear all day. The shatterproof Selenite polycarbonate
lenses provide superior impact protection from stray pellets or exploding clays and offer remarkable clarity as well as 100
percent UVA/UVB protection. Prescription inserts are available along with multiple lens colors for any light condition.
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SABER ADVANCED
ANSI Z87.1

BALLISTIC

RX INSERT

Ready for action and virtually indestructible, the WX Saber Advanced is the model that helped establish Wiley X as a
ballistic-eyewear powerhouse. From its aggressive, semi-rimless presentation to adjustable telescoping temple arms,
the WX Saber both looks and acts the part of the ultimate protector. Available in one, two, and three-lens kits, the easily
changeable lenses let you adjust to varied lighting and conditions, while an adjustable wire-core nose-piece and foam
insert assure a customized and slip-free fit in even the most extreme environments.
https://www.wileyx.com/saber-advanced

303/303RX
F: MATTE BLACK
L: CLEAR

302/302RX
F: MATTE BLACK
L: SMOKE GREY

309/309RX
F: MATTE BLACK
L: SMOKE GREY / LIGHT RUST /
VERMILLION

CHVAL08
F: MATTE BLACK
L: POLARIZED SMOKE GREY
BLACK OPS

300
F: MATTE BLACK
L: PALE YELLOW
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